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Introduction

It is my ardent belief that each scholar of the humanities, however specialised his work,
must keep in mind the basic questions of human existence and must somehow − however
indirectly − contribute to our knowledge of who we are, what we were like in different
periods, what values we held, and what a person’s role in the world might have been. This
last issue was viewed from several perspectives during the Renaissance. Ancient
endeavours, wishes and everyday thoughts about the universe were expressed in new
ways through Renaissance works of art, literature or science. Many of these ideas may be
commonplace, or appear in commonplace form, but these may conceal important truths,
and refer to essential potentialities of human existence. To the modern mind, any of these
ideas may be alien at first sight − yet they may be all the more intriguing for that fact.
Man’s endeavor to reveal the secrets of nature, to know and conquer the cosmos − at
least internally − is as old as his culture; Goethe’s Faust figure is one of the archetypal
representatives of this yearning. Perhaps in no other historical period was this idea more
frequently expressed than during the Renaissance (not to mention real scientific achievements); it was the hobby-horse of Conrad Celtis − the protagonist of this study −, as well.
It is not by accident that Celtis is repeatedly associated to Faust in scholarly literature. The
notion of an interrelation between micro- and macrocosm, the concept of a network of
symbols and correspondences, a holistic view of the world, appeared − to various extents
− in essentially all premodern cultures. A number of Renaissance authors were obsessed
with such ideas; this habit of mind underlied Celtis’s oeuvre, too, as can bee seen from
serious or playful associations made between stars and inborn characteristics, fire and
choleric temperaments, the summer solstice and a feast of Phoebus-following poets.
Man’s power to create is another typical Renaissance concern, and was related to reemerging poetological issues: what is the poet’s task, what is true or false poetry, and so
on. These issues are not strictly those of poetology and art theory; the Platonic idea of
poetic frenzy, for instance, has not only a long and ramified history in European literature,
but possibly relates to real phenomena like the rapture of the shaman or the dervish − the
latter is mentioned for example by Lupinus, Celtis’s contemporary. An enthusiasm for
recovered classical lore and an optimistic belief in cultural rebirth, “Re-naissance,” was
essential to the humanist movement; again, the oeuvres of Celtis and contemporaneous
German humanists are exemplary in this respect. While studying German humanism
around 1500, one gets entangled in typical Renaissance − and in fact, evergreen − issues
about “the individual and the cosmos,” to use the title of the book by Ernst Cassirer, a
distinguished scholar of the period.
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Conrad Celtis (1459-1508), the “Arch-Humanist”1 and first poet laureate of Germany,
was born the son of a peasant in Wipfeld (near Würzburg in Franconia). He left his rural
background behind early and studied in Köln and Heidelberg; after his graduation as master of art, he began a career as a humanist teacher and poet. He was crowned poet laureate
by Emperor Frederic III in Nürnberg in 1487, then he journeyed to Italy (1487-89) and the
University of Kraków (1489-91). In 1492, he was appointed as lecturer of poetry and
rhetorics in Ingolstadt, but in the following years he was active in other southern German
cities, too, such as Nuremberg or Regensburg. He became the leading spirit of German
humanism in the region. Supported by Emperor Maximilian I, he was invited to the chair
of poetry and rhetorics at the University of Vienna, where he stayed from 1497 until his
death. In 1501, Celtis founded the Collegium Poetarum et Mathematicorum, the very
name of which mirrored his ambition to widen the range of humanist studies with the
involvement of natural sciences. Throughout his life, he furthered the cause of humanism
in myriad ways. He composed primarily poetic works, always in Latin; many of his works
exemplify a creative imitatio and aemulatio with the classics and a creative combination
of various classical and medieval genres, textual and visual media, literary and natural
philosophical issues. An enthusiastic teacher, he inspired a number of humanists who
went on to significant careers: Locher, Vadianus, Aventinus, and so on; he created or
supported “sodalities” and furthered the cooperation within and between humanist groups
in various cities; he edited and even discovered classical or medieval German works. I
shall highlight the relevant aspects of Celtis’s life and activities in more detail (in the note
on Celtis’s sodalities, in the subchapter discussing his humanistic program, and later), but
from this short biographical overview one can already perceive his significance and the
grounds of the issue of his ambitious self-representation, which are related to selfrepresentative strategies of some other German humanists.
The validity of Jakob Burckhardt’s notion of Renaissance individualism has long been
debated. The term itself is problematic,2 and the individual, the “self” and its representation can be investigated from various perspectives. For Greenblatt and his followers, for
instance, “self-fashioning” relates primarily to an adaptation to social standards.3 It cannot
be denied, however, that a strong assertion and representation of the authorial self, the
humanist’s person is characteristic of most works of humanist literature and related arts
(humanism in the narrow sense, as established by Kristeller 4), and the term individualism
The term Erzhumanist was first used by David Friedrich Strauß (1808-74) and has since been attached to Celtis
in scholarship.
2
N. Nelson, for instance, differentiates five main interpretations of the term “individualism”: personalism, moral
autonomy, singularity, self-assertiveness and subjectivity. N. Nelson, “Individualism as a Criterion of the Renaissance,” Journal of English and Germanic Philology (1933), 316-334.
3
Cf. primarily S. Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning: from More to Shakespeare (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1980).
4
Cf. e.g. P. O. Kristeller, Renaissance Thought. The Classic, Scholastic and Humanist Strains (New York:
Harper and Row, 1961), 9-10: “By the first half of the fifteenth century, the studia humanitatis came to stand for
a clearly defined cycle of scholarly disciplines, namely grammar, rhetoric, history, poetry, and moral philosophy,
1
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fits this phenomenon; this was undoubtedly the case in German humanism circa 1500.5
Compared to the relatively small number of humanists (around 2506) in early sixteenthcentury Germany, a remarkable amount of literary “Ego-documents” has survived from
this period.7 Enenkel’s characterisation about Neo-Latin humanism in general perfectly
fits the German humanism of Celtis’s time in particular:
in Neo-Latin Humanism the self-representation of the intellectual gains an overwhelming
importance: humanists, as it seems, were willing to invest a considerable part of their time
in modelling their reputation in society and among their fellow intellectuals. In harsh invectives, they defended their position against their intellectual enemies; with every word
published they strove for a well-respected position within the networks of the international
Respublica litteraria. In doing so they developed a more profound interest in their individual personality than was usually the case in the centuries before and also among most
of their contemporaries.8

The individual as represented in the artwork is never exactly identical with the living
being. On the one hand, humanists provide a stylised and idealistic picture of themselves
− at least to a certain extent −, on the other hand, this self-representation is adjusted to
generic requirements and contemporary ideas, ideologies in general (which often have
classical origin). There is an ambivalence between the two: the freedom of selfconstruction in the (in part fictional) sphere of literature and arts is limited by genre and
tradition; in terms of poetology, it is most often imitatio and simulatio that occurs in the
work.9 Anyway, Renaissance humanists creatively constructed their images and mythologised their lives, as shown by a legion of examples from England to, say, Hungary. 10 Humanists even created new genres to suit their extra need for self-representation, like the
private prose letter, the humanist autobiography, the autobiographical elegy or the dedicatory letter;11 in general, the wide use of paratexts provided a framework for the birth of
and the study of each of these subjects was understood to include the reading and interpretation of its standard
ancient writers in Latin and, to a lesser extent, in Greek.”
5
Cf. e.g. P.-K.Schuster, “Individuelle Ewigkeit. Hoffnungen und Ansprüche im Bildnis der Luther-zeit,” in
Biographie und Autobiographie in der Renaissance, ed. A. Buck (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1983), esp. 121ff.
6
As estimated by E. Bernstein, “Group Identity Formation in the German Renaissance Humanists: The Function
of Latin,” in Germania latina - Latinitas teutonica, ed. E. Keßler et al. (Munich: Fink, 2003), 376.
7
Jörg Robert, Konrad Celtis und das Projekt der deutschen Dichtung: Studien zur humanistischen Konstruktion
von Poetik, Philosophie, Nation und Ich (Tübingen: Max Niemeyer, 2003), esp. 498-500.
8
K. A. E. Enenkel, “In Search of Fame: Self-Representation in Neo-Latin Humanism,” in Medieval and Renaissance Humanism. Rhetoric, Representation and Reform, ed. S. Gersh et al. (Leiden / Boston: Brill, 2003), 93.
9
Cf. e.g. Robert, Konrad Celtis, 6-7 and 482ff.
10
Good insight into means of humanist self-construction are provided, for instance, by György E. Szőnyi, “Self
Fashioning and Canon Formation in the Renaissance: Sidney and Balassi,” in Celebrating Comparativism.
Essays in Honor of György Vajda Mihály and István Fried, ed. P. József and K. Kürtösi (Szeged: JATE, 1994),
447-461, about Philip Sydney’s and Bálint Balassi ’s “Soldier of Christ” image; or L. Jardine, Erasmus, Man of
Letters. The Construction of Charisma in Print (Princeton / Oxford, Princeton University Press, 1993), about
Erasmus’s strategies of self-representation.
11
Enenkel, “In Search,” 93.
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early modern humanist authorial ego.12 Naturally, the extent to which the author represented his genuine individual properties, and to which the author idealised himself, could
range widely. Petrarch’s Epistola posteritati, one of the paradigmatic humanist “autobiographical” works, has a tendency of anti-idealising − at least on the surface − and intended
to present the author’s individual personality; in contrast, Eobanus Hessus, for instance,
promoted himself as Germany’s new Orpheus, and his elegy Eobanus Posteritati, that
reflects on Petrarch’s work, explicitly reveals his striving for fame. 13 Each humanist,
however, intended to construct an image of himself that was to last for eternity, that provided an endless fame; humanist self-representation was part of rhetorical memorial culture (as was the self-representation of Renaissance rulers). Renaissance “autobiographies”
should be seen from this perspective; the real life of the individual was considered only
inasmuch as it fitted the author’s self-constructed image and the given generic requirements.
If a given humanist composed works in different genres, he could assume various
identities; and indeed, as has been demonstrated, authors who wrote various “autobiographical” works had no stable identity, the Petrarch of a given work of Petrarch is to
some extent different from the Petrarch of another work of his own.14 This does not mean,
however, that there is no continuity or common essence in the self-representations of an
author. To stay with the example of German humanism, and the humanist who concerns
us the most here: Celtis, too, portrayed himself differently, say, in Amores than in his selfdesigned 1507 memorial woodcut; in the former work, he assumed the role of a lover
beyond that of the poet philosopher, he was often self-ironic, and he combined the serious
with a playful attitude, while the woodcut displays a kind of apotheosis of the poet philosopher. Still, the basic role of Celtis as the exemplary German vates, poet philosopher,
leader of the movement in Germany, can be perceived in the background of his whole
oeuvre. His self-assumed position already encouraged − indeed, required − the use of
spectacular symbolism: symbolic name, acts, poetic motifs and scenes. Solar-astral symbolism − in general, cosmic symbolism − provided fruitful possibilities for Celtis and
other humanists to express their significance and the atmosphere of a total cultural renewal, and its use was further encouraged by two intellectual historical trends of the period
that in large part determined the mindset of these humanists: the tradition of a defense of
poetry that increasingly involved the poet, the vates in a cosmic context, and the growing
Renaissance interest in natural philosophical, cosmological issues, the secrets of the cosmos, and micro-macrocosmical relations. The primary field of the study of the macrocosm
and its relation to humanity was astronomy-astrology, the discipline of the heavenly bodK. A. E. Enenkel, “Shaping the Early Modern Writer’s Self: Remarks on the Construction and Function of
Authorial Self-Presentation in Neo-Latin Works,” Fragmenta. Journal of the Royal Netherlands Institute in
Rome 3 (2012), 93.
13
Enenkel, “In Search,” 96-113.
14
Cf. primarily Enenkel, “Shaping”; Enenkel, Die Erfindung des Menschen: die Autobiographik des frühneuzeitlichen Humanismus von Petrarca bis Lipsius (New York: de Gruyter, 2008).
12
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ies. Our humanists’ involvement with the two intellectual historical trends will be discussed in the first two chapters of this study.
This study will explore the wide use of solar and astral (mostly astrological) symbolism in the self-representation of Conrad Celtis and other German humanist poets closely
related to him. Constructing their various vates roles, how and why did these humanists
employ such cosmic symbolism? What forms and strategies of this “cosmic” selfrepresentation can we discern? How important was the reception of various literary,
poetological or cosmological traditions? Any kind of association between the heavenly
bodies and the poet in humanist imagination may fall within our scope: the knowledge of
the poeta doctus regarding the stars and the cosmos, the support of the poet by the stars,
the involvement of the heavenly bodies in ideas of poetic inspiration, the place of the poet
in systems of micro-macrocosmical correspondence; as found in poetic works, visual
artworks designed by humanists, poetological and other theoretical works, or letters. Our
main focus, however, is personal solar and astrological symbolism in the works of art
themselves, in poetic fiction: how the author, the lyrical subject, makes contact with celestial forces that are (related to) heavenly bodies. Renaissance Europe, particularly the
German lands in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, yielded a huge body of
astronomical-astrological literature: astronomical treatises, didactic poems, calendars,
annual prognostica, comet-predictions, and so on. These will be considered only insofar
as they concern the poet’s self-construction in poetic works. Our topic might seem narrow
at first sight, but I hope to persuade the reader that our target is an insufficiently explored
core area of the poetic oeuvre of Celtis and some other German humanists, and that these
investigations help to grasp the essence of humanism in the period. Both the cosmological
interests and the enhanced vates ideology were essential characteristics of this humanism,
and this study is aimed just at the junction of the two; all this is connected to selfreflection / self-representation, which is necessarily one of the basic aspects of any poetic
oeuvre. The analyses of the relevant works will delve deep into the nature of the humanists and their age.
The spatial and temporal framework of my study is defined by Celtis’s life and work.
The tightly woven fabric of the humanist Respublica litteraria transcended the borders
within Europe,15 the humanists were of various origins, wandered with relative frequency,
followed various ideas and ideologies, joined different patrons; it would be scarcely possible to cut out and investigate just one specific and well-defined humanist group, such as
“Viennese humanists” or “humanists at the court of Maximilan I” (as will be seen below,
Celtis’s “sodalities” were not clearly definable groups either); therefore I follow the principle of concentricity. Celtis will be in the focus; any of his humanist friends who similarly composed works with individual solar-astral symbolism in the above discussed sense
For the interrelation between the concept of respublica litteraria and that of Europe cf. e.g. E. Klecker, “Das
Reich der gelehrten Europa im Blick der wiener Humanisten um 1500,” in Wien 1365: eine Universität entsteht,
ed. H. Rosenberg et al. (Vienna: Brandstätter, 2015), esp. 252.
15
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may fall into the scope of the study, but only in Celtis’s case will the research be comprehensive. His correspondence collected in the Codex epistolaris16 provides a picture of his
circle of associates in a wide sense, but mostly it is Celtis’s close friends who interest us
in this study. I highlight here four of his sodales, each with one or two works to be analysed later: Jakob Locher, Augustinus Moravus, Johannes Tolhopf, and Laurentius
Corvinus. Each was of German origin, and each was among Celtis’s closest acquaintances; the fact that they combined − similarly to Celtis − cosmic symbolism and poetic selfrepresentation may be due to similar intellectual historical influences, shared personal
traits, or direct impact on each other. Celtis’s activity, his wanderings and his correspondence with his close friends together determine the spatial range of our investigations:
present-day Southern Germany, Austria, Moravia, Silesia, Kraków in Poland, Buda (today
part of Budapest) in Hungary; these compose a quite large section of Central Europe. The
time frame of the research is the period of Celtis’s productive lifetime, c. 1485-1510.
Our focus on Celtis is further justified by the fact that he was genuinely one of the
most significant humanists in Central Europe, circa 1500. I am well aware of the dangers
of overemphasising a specific, closely investigated person against his contemporaries.
First, there is the general phenomenon that focusing on a specific individual, ideology,
etc. makes it appear to the scholar that the subject is more significant than it is in reality.
Second, the following investigation will demonstrate how ambitious his selfrepresentation was, how he continually referred, by various means, to his central role in
German humanism; seen from the perspective of other significant humanists of the region,
his privileged status may not be so unambiguous. A third problem is related to the second:
while Celtis’s works have more or less survived, we have much fewer sources from most
of the contemporary German humanists. Much of the correspondence of the region survived in Celtis’s Codex epistolaris, and in the case of some humanists it provides the most
important sources of their activity. From the poems by two of the four above-mentioned
humanists, Augustinus Moravus and Johannes Tolhopf, only a few epigrams have survived; the one or two spectacular visual-textual sources related to them do relate to our
issue, and considering their surviving astrological works, the poetic yield of these humanists would certainly have provided material for our investigation. For all these considerations, Celtis’s crucial role in the development of German and Central European humanism
cannot be denied. I have already indicated above the wide range of his activities, and my
analyses will increase the number of examples for contemporary humanist works where
Celtis’s direct influence can be detected. Here I simply emphasise that his poetic
achievement is outstanding in comparison to the norms of the era (not compared, naturally, to the Golden Age classics; it would be unjust to compare his style and his Latin to that
of, say, Horace, based on Celtis’s implicit claim of being a German Horace). There is
Ms.: Vienna, ÖNB, cod. 3448; modern ed. by H. Rupprich, Der Briefwechsel des Konrad Celtis (Munich:
Beck, 1934) (henceforth: BW).
16
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plentiful everyday poetry or panegyric lip service in his oeuvre, and even plagiarism; he
did compose, however, poems which still touch the modern reader, and which help open
the eye to the beauty in the world. To be sure, these are subjective value judgments; nevertheless, several scholars have supported a positive evaluation of his poetry. 17
Although I can generally rely on the work of a number of excellent scholars, the secondary literature directly related to our issue is relatively meagre and insufficient in many
respects. As for the works interpreted in this study, few of them have previously been
analysed in detail, and mostly from a different perspective than that of this study. My
research requires the consideration of at least two vast fields of European (primarily German and Italian) intellectual history: (natural) philosophy related to cosmological issues,
involving various Platonic traditions or astronomy-astrology, and literary history (or art
history). It goes without saying that the investigation of Renaissance works and ideas
includes the consideration of possible classical and medieval sources and models (the
influence of Italian Neo-Latin poetry on German humanists seems to be underestimated in
scholarship in general). This interdisciplinary approach has not been characteristic of the
scholarship on the period, apart from a few exceptions (e.g. Dieter Wuttke, Jörg Robert).
Within literary history, methodological problems have often led to misinterpretations of
the texts, especially in older scholarship; scholars in the 1980s and 1990s, and especially
Jörg Robert in his seminal monograph about Celtis’s work (2003),18 contributed substantially to a changing scholarly attitude to the texts. Rhetoricity and tradition-boundedness,
the two basic characteristics of humanist literature, should be considered even more than
before. The texts refer to various (mainly classical) genres and topoi, discourse with them,
and the meaning is born against this manifold intertextual background. 19 It is not enough
to point at the sources; it is the play of references, the oscillation between the connotative
levels of the text from which the overall message or the most relevant interpretations of
the text must be gathered. The literary self, the lyrical subject is part of this play; the most
spectacular manifestation of the methodological deficiencies of earlier scholarship was the
D. Wuttke: “Celtis gilt als der bedeutendste deutsche Renaissance-Humanist und der bedeutendste deutsche
neulateinische Dichter der vorreformatorischen Zeit” (“Conradus Celtis Protucius,” in Deutsche Dichter der
frühen Neuzeit (1450 - 1600): ihr Leben und Werk, ed. S. Füssel, Berlin: Schmidt, 1993, 189); F. J. Worstbrock:
“Die ‘Amores’ konkurrieren als Zyklus mit den Römischen Elegienbüchern, übertreffen sie an zyklischer Konsistenz aufgrund ihrer vollends unvergleichlichen gesamthaften Konzepzion” (“Konrad Celtis. Zur Konstitution
des humanistischen Dichters in Deutschland,” in Literatur, Musik und Kunst im Übergang vom Mittelalter zur
Neuzeit, ed. Hartmut Boockmann, Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1995, 32); H. Grössing: Celtis’s scientific interest “nicht zur gelehrten Dichtung entartete, sondern stets vom Hauch des Musisch-Genialen berührt
bleiben ist” (Humanistische Naturwissenschaft: zur Geschichte der Wiener mathematischen Schulen des 15. und
16. Jahrhunderts, Baden-Baden: Koerner, 1983, 278); H. Entner: “…er war ja einer der wenigen wirklichen
Dichter, die der deutsche Humanismus gehabt hat” (“Zum Dichtungsbegriff des deutschen Humanismus. Theoretische Aussagen der neulateinischen Poetik zwischen Konrad Celtis und Martin Opitz,” in Grundpositionen
der deutschen Literatur im 16. Jahrhundert, ed. I. Spriewald et al., Berlin / Weimar: Aufbau 1972, 354); Lewis
W. Spitz: “He was a good lyric poet, the best, in fact, that German humanism produced” (Conrad Celtis. The
German Arch-Humanist, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1957, 83).
18
Robert, Konrad Celtis.
19
For intertextuality as a central notion for the scholarship of early modern literature, cf. Intertextualität in der
Frühen Neuzeit, ed. W. Kühlmann et al. (Frankfurt am Main et al.: Lang, 1994).
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frequent confusion of Celtis’s literary self with his biographical one. I have touched on
these problems above already and will discuss them later as well. In relation to cosmological issues, there is a specific deficiency in the scholarship of the German humanism of
the period: despite the relatively large number of astrology-related literary works, these
have rarely been analysed, although in many cases only the scholar’s interpretation could
render them comprehensible for the reader; in the few cases where these passages have
been interpreted, scholars have often made mistakes and used the astrological terms in an
inaccurate manner. Horoscopes that were important for our humanists and that survive
either in documents or can be partially reconstructed from the sources have not been analysed, except for the horoscope elegy (I,1) of Celtis’s Amores. Modern computer programs assist in the the investigation of horoscopes: they can calculate, in mere seconds,
the planetary positions for a given date and time.20
Among the comprehensive studies on (early) German humanism, relatively few directly concern our topic. A comprehensive review of early German literary theory / poetology
and its Platonic tendencies is a desideratum in scholarship,21 just as is an overview of
humanist self-representation in literature and arts in the period;22 the astronomicalastrological reviews generally ignore the lyrical sources. The most useful general study
for us is Steppich’s monograph about the idea of poetic inspiration in Italy and German
humanism;23 in this book, however, Celtis’s era receives too little attention compared to
the abundance of work reflecting on poetic inspiration. As for the research on the specific
humanists mentioned above, only Celtis has received considerable scholarly attention;
scholarship on the poems or visual material concerning our “lesser” humanists is especially meagre,24 although such works as Tolhopf’s coats-of-arms with inscriptions, the golden
patera owned by Augustinus Moravus or Locher’s Sapphicon and other poems display
intriguing symbols, symbolic expressions which await for (further) deciphering. In the
extensive body of Celtis research,25 his humanistic program and interest in natural philosophical disciplines have often been discussed, the significant cosmological / astronomical
/ astrological aspects of his oeuvre have, however, not yet attracted focused scholarly
attention. Scholars have discussed his astrology-related works in two ways: some general
In this study, I have used the program “ZET 8 Lite” to calculate the planetary data with regard to horoscopes,
and the program “CyberSky 3.3.1” to check the sight of the sky at a given moment.
21
See ch. II,1,intr.; H. Stejskal’s PhD dissertation, Die Gestalt des Dichters im deutschen Humanismus (Vienna,
1937) is outdated in many respects.
22
Cf. Robert, Konrad Celtis, 485.
23
C. J. Steppich, ‘Numine afflatur:’ die Inspiration des Dichters im Denken der Renaissance (Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz, 2002).
24
Bibliography for these humanists will be provided in the relevant subchapters. In the case of Locher, G.
Heidloff has produced a PhD dissertation / monograph that also includes reviews of Locher’s lyrical poetry and
poetological works: Untersuchungen zu Leben und Werk des Humanisten Jakob Locher Philomusus (1471-1528)
(Freiburg: Universität Freiburg, 1975).
25
A useful bibliography for Celtis is provided by Jörg Robert in Verfasserlexikon: Deutscher Humanismus 14801520 (2 vols.), ed. F. J. Worstbrock (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2008) (henceforth: VL-DH). Basic review of his life and
work: Spitz, Conrad Celtis; Wuttke, “Conradus Celtis Protucius.”
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monographs in older Celtis research have a subchapter-length part, or just a few pages,
that argue for the significance of astrology in his poetry, supporting the argument with the
most evidently astrological passages (Pindter, Novotny, Spitz, Grössing); 26 on the other
hand, Jörg Robert and Kober have analyzed in depth the most important text, the very first
Amores elegy, which presents the poet’s nativity (birth horoscope); Robert and Grössing
have touched on other relevant passages of Amores, too.27 Comprehensive research has
not yet been conducted. Solar symbolism is intertwined with that of Phoebus Apollo in
Celtis’s poetry; Phoebus and the Sun loom conspicuously large in his oeuvre. Scholarship
has not recognised this, probably because Celtis seemed just to elaborate a little on the
usual commonplaces about Apollo as god of poetry. This complex symbolism, however,
surpasses greatly the level of the commonplace: elaborate epiphanic scenes are staged, or
events happening at a date or time determined by the Sun’s position; among the related
work by Celtis, only the epiphany of Apollo in the Poema ad Fridericum has been thoroughly investigated.
I treat my issue in six chapters; the actual analyses of poetic works take place in the
last four. The first chapter reviews what one can call the German vates ideology in
Celtis’s time and its preliminaries, the second deals with Celtis’s general attitude to cosmological and particularly astronomical-astrological issues; a similar mindset and many
of his ideas were shared by his contemporaries, especially the above-mentioned humanists. On the one hand, these two chapters serve as an introduction to the treatment of poetic works: they review the humanists’ concerns and intellectual historical background from
the two most important perspectives while incorporating biographical / prosopographical
information as well as reviews of key works, some of which will be further reflected on
during the analyses. On the other hand, the treatment of our main issue already begins in
these chapters. The idea of the poet’s close affinity to the heavenly bodies, to cosmic
forces, already appears in original ways within the theoretical, poetological works of the
German humanists, or in the natural philosophical “question catalogues” of Celtis’s poetry. Furthermore, although the subchapters in these chapters are summaries based largely
on previous literature, these specific sub-issues were either not reviewed in scholarship or
not from our perspective; this is particularly the case in the second chapter. The last four
chapters may be seen as composing two main parts, the treatment of astrology-related
works (ch. 3, 4) and that of solar / Phoebean symbolism (5, 6); however, these are in fact
just two aspects of a general “cosmic” symbolism, and in many works the astrological and
26

F. Pindter, Die Lyrik des Conrad Celtis (PhD Dissertation, Vienna, 1930), 144-158; E. Novotny: Die Weltanschauung des Konrad Celtis (PhD Dissertation, Vienna, 1938), 44-53; L. W. Spitz, “The Philosophy of Conrad
Celtis, German Arch-Humanist,” Studies in the Renaissance 1 (1954), 25-27; Grössing, Humanistische, 157-170.
27
Robert: Konrad Celtis, 451-481; Robert: “Zum Dichter geboren: Die Astrologie in den Amores,” in Amor als
Topograph, ed. C. Wiener (Schweinfurt: Bibliothek Otto Schäfer, 2002), 51-60; M. Kober, “Das Humanistenleben als Sühne. Zu Konrad Celtis’ Einleitungselegie ‘Amores’ I. 1,” in Würzburger Jahrbücher für die Altertumswissenschaft 23 (1999), 245-263; H. Grössing, “‘Astra inclinant’? Astrologie in den ‘Amores’ des Konrad
Celtis,” in Pharmazie in Geschichte und Gegenwart. Festgabe für Wolf-Dieter Müller-Jahncke zum 65. Geburtstag, ed. C. Friedrich (Stuttgart: Wiss. Verl.-Ges., 2009), 167-182.
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the Phoebean aspects are equally important. The four chapters review strategies of selfrepresentation by various, more or less original, means, and it seemed to me to be more
convenient to structure my study according to this perspective, rather than to discuss the
works of one author after the other.
I have collected in an appendix those longer texts that I involve in my investigations
but were too long to show them in full extension in the actual chapters. In this appendix
and in the study in general, I quote the Latin texts according to their standard modern
edition. If they do not have any, I closely follow the text of the original print, including
the punctuation; I modernise only the orthography of j/i, u/v, e-caudata/ae, and write out
ligatures and abbreviations. In those few cases when the Latin text has an English translation, I use them (if I interpret a passage differently, I indicate it), otherwise I provide raw
translations (not literary translations!) that intend to render the primary meaning of the
text as exactly as possible.
A note on the issue of Celtis’s sodalities
One of the hottest issues in the scholarship of German humanism during Celtis’s time is
the extent to which the sodalities that Celtis-related sources call Vistulana, Rhenana or
Danubiana were real, organised societies. I must touch on the problem, since humanist
self-representation (individual or collective) is based first of all, outside various intellectual traditions and ideologies, on actual individual or social reality, real communities
which may even have had own symbols, and the very term sodality / Sodality has to be
discussed in order to clarify its use in the following chapters. Nevertheless, a short general
review of the issue will suffice here, and specific sources will be addressed, if needed, in
the appropriate subchapters.
Since at least his Italian journey (1487-89), Celtis had been highly enthusiastic about
what can be called the sodalitas idea: that cooperative societies of learned men with humanist aims should be founded or furthered across the Central European area that he liked
to call Germania. Celtis or his friends applied the terms sodalitas (litteraria), academia
(even academia Platonica), coetus or contubernium to various local humanist groups
(humanist in a wide sense), or − in the case of sodalitas − even to the whole respublica
litteraria around Celtis. Undoubtedly, Celtis drew inspiration from the Italian “academies,” first of all the academy of Pomponius Leto, 28 which referred to itself with similar
Cf. e.g. Heinrich Lutz, “Die Sodalitäten des spaten 15. und frühen 16. Jahrhunderts,” in Humanismus und
Bildungswesen des 15. und 16. Jahrhunderts, ed. W. Reinhard (Weinheim: Acta humaniora, 1984), 58; G.
Kozielek, “Konrad Celtis in Krakau,” in Res Slavica. Festschrift für Hans Rothe zum 65. Geburtstag, ed. Peter
Thiergen et al. (Paderborn et al., 1994), 564; H. Entner, “Was steckt hinter dem Wort ‘sodalitas litteraria’? Ein
Diskussionsbeitrag zu Konrad Celtis und seinen Freundeskreisen,” in Europäische Sozietätsbewegung und
demokratische Tradition: die europäischen Akademien der Frühen Neuzeit zwischen Frührenaissance und
Spätaufklärung, ed. Klaus Garber et al. (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1996), 1081; H. Wiegand, “Phoebea sodalitas
nostra. Die Sodalitas Litteraria Rhenana,” in id., Der zweigipflige Musenberg. Studien zum Humanismus in
Kurpfalz (Ubstadt-Weiher: Regionalkultur, 2000), 30. A recent review on the academy: S. de Beer, “The Roman
28

